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Abstract— In this paper, an optimization model was implemented to find the variation of the project dynamic activities
and its resource constraint problem. Activities overlapping or resource overlapping is one of the major problem in
multi-objective based resource constraint.In the traditional approaches overlapping problem is resolved without
considering a whole project with resource constraints.Each project schedule should affect the overlapped activities or
resources which are associated with delivering the multiple activities on time.In this proposed work,multiple activites
and multiple resources are scheduled without overlapping problem in parallel project scheduling process. Proposed
model partitions the large set of projects into subprojects with a limited number of resources and then integrating
optimal subprojects to create a feasible solution. Experimental results show that proposed model performs well against
the planners to determine an optimal solution with specified resource constraints using various time bounds and
decision making.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In practical applications, activity resources are limited as well as execution time of some work in
project.Traditional activity or resource overlapping problem associated with both resource constraints and precedence
relationships in order to minimize the project overall duration. An RCPSP instance consists of a project, which is a set of
activities with precedence constraints, and resources. There can be any finite number of resources, each with a finite
capacity. The activities have a certain duration, and during that duration they require a certain amount of some of the
resources which are released afterwards. Each precedence constraint dictates an ordering between one pair of activities,
meaning that one cannot start before the other activity has finished. The goal is to create a schedule that satisfies all
constraints and minimizes the makespan. A Partial Order Schedule is another type of schedule which does not provide
fixed start times for activities. Instead, a POS defines start times of activities relative to each other. More specific: it uses
precedence constraints to only specify the ordering of some pairs of activities. When the capacity of a resource is reduced,
it cannot be guaranteed that the set of solutions represented by the POS still contains a valid solution. This is because the
POS does not contain information on the resources; only the solutions to possible resource conflicts, or which activities
to order sequentially and in what order, are retained. Any information about the exact resource usage is not present
anymore, so it is impossible to know from the POS alone whether a solution is still valid with this modification. This can
be checked using the original RCPSP instance, but ensuring a valid solution—constructing a new, valid solution when
another solution is invalid — requires a new scheduling effort, effectively creating a new Partial Order Schedule.
Traditional scheduling methods, such as PERT (The Program Evaluation and Review Technique) and CPM (Critical
Path Method), are not enough for production scheduling, because they consider infinite re-sources, i.e., they cannot take
resource constraints into account [3]. Scheduling with infinite resources may give results, which are not feasible.
Durations of the tasks are assumed to follow a beta distribution. To compute the expected makespan, they sample task
durations from the beta distribution and then apply the suggested tabu search to the drawn task durations. At the end, the
expected makespan is estimated as the mean of all the computed makespans. This method violates the requirement of
being non-anticipating because in each scheduling sample, it is assumed that the durations of all tasks are known at the
beginning of the
scheduling process.
The mapping meta-tasks on a machine are shown to be NP-complete. By using heuristic approach the NP-complete
problem can be solved. The processing time and requirements of all applications are assumed to be stochastic. Any given
problem is to be scheduled in a given multiprocessor system using multiprocessor scheduling problem to minimize
program’s execution time and the last task must be completed as soon as possible. For constrained optimization, genetic
algorithm is one of the approaches which is widely used to schedule tasks. Execution of genetic algorithm can be
optimized with the knowledge implementation of the scheduling problem. In this traditional approach, the challenge of
execution, completion time and the precedence order in the parallel processing system were resolved by using the
concept of Top –level or bottom-level.It is key to apply an enhanced scheduling algorithm for task sequencing or proper
resource allocation on multiprocessors in order to reduce the computing power and to increase scheduling performance in
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a parallel computing system. The majority of the traditional approaches is still required to execute under resource
constraint systems and not capable in normal task scheduling environments. Even moderate scheduling tasks cannot be
resolved within the specified execution time by using these techniques[2-5]. These heuristics is to optimize the time and
space complexity.The considerable weakness of this heuristic is that they usually apply a greedy mechanism on the
scheduling factors such as the structure of the input task graphs and the number of available target processors. Enhancing
performance of a heuristically increases its complexity . The static scheduling used to minimize the total project
completion time with a limited number of resources and fixed task duration. Static scheduling doesn’t consider dynamic
task allocation as well as dynamic resource scheduling. A task precedence graph or DAG works accurately for most
static and limited parallel task scheduling applications since it depends on the resource and duration dependencies
between tasks. A feasible schedule satisfies all of the constraints. An optimal schedule not only satisfies all of the
constraints, but also is at least as good as any other feasible schedule. Goodness is defined by the objective measures.
When modeling the problem it is often convenient to think of objectives and constraints as equivalent, but when solving
the problem they must be treated differently.
II. RELATED WORK
Khalizadeh et al presented a metaheuristic algorithm based on a modified Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach
introduced by Tchomte and Gourgan which uses a modified rule for the displacement of particles for the multi- mode
resource constrained project scheduling problem with minimization of total weighted resource tardiness penalty cost
(MRCPSP-TWRTPC). This problem involves for each activity, both renewable and non-renewable resource
requirements depending on activity mode. A multimode particle swarm optimization which combines with genetic
operator to solve a bio-objective MRCPSP with positive and negative cash flows was developed by Kazemi and
Tavakkoli- Moghaddam. Zhang proposed an Ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm with its effectiveness and
efficiency justified through a series of computational analyses. Van Peteghem and Vanhoucke (2011) proposed a scatter
search algorithm which is among the best performing competitive algorithms in the open literature after they had in 2009
presented artificial immune systems, a new search algorithm inspired by the mechanisms of a vertebrate immune system
performed on an initial population set. The AIS algorithm proves its effectiveness by generating competitive results for
the different PSPLIB datasets. Ranjbar et al. (2009) proposed a hybridized scatter search procedure to solve the MRCPSP.
The author defines two important problem classes for project scheduling. The first problem, problem A, is defined as a
problem of scarce resources where the objective is finding the shortest project duration with a given amount of resources.
The second problem, problem B, is defined as a problem of scarce time where the objective is finding the least cost
resource requirements within a given project duration. The author uses graph theory to represent and solve these project
scheduling problems where they used a special ―dual‖ relation between the scarce resource and scarce time problems.
Once the general resource capacities are decided upon in RPP, the problem becomes the Resource Dedication Problem
(RDP), a multi-project problem environment with given resource capacities under RD policy. RDP is defined as the
optimal dedication of resource capacities to different projects within the overall limits of the resources and with the
objective of minimizing a predetermined objective function.In multi resource constrained project scheduling, each task
may require a set of activities or a set of successive operations. For a given activity,several resources may execute in a
parallel manner, which means the task can consider any one of the available resources for processing.These issues are
often known as machine scheduling problems[3]. In SM-RCPSP, multiple task specifies a minimum and maximum time
delay between the project activities. The minimum time delay represents that a task can only start or finish when the
predecessor task has already finished in a given time. The conventional scheduling methods such as program evaluation
and review technique and critical path method are not enough for multitasking, because they generate infinite schedules
which cannot take resource constraints into consideration. Traditional methods generate a large set of feasible and
infeasible solutions.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
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Finite mixture models are used in many applications for project activities density estimation and model based similar
activities grouping. In many cases, the number of activities of the mixture model is unknown ad needs to be estimated
from the project data. An expectation maximization algorithm which allows to find local maxima of the likelihood
function. The traditional EM approach suffers with inconsistent convergence rates across the different areas to locate
local optimum.
Optimized ExpectationMaximization ACO:
EM Algorithm
1. Initialization: Choose means at random
2. Set up a model;
3. Estimate the model parameters ak, μk, and Σk such that the likelihood of the data under these parameters is
maximized;
4. Based on the estimated parameters, divide data points into clusters according to the posterior probabilities of the
cluster labels given the observed data.
5. E step:
a. For all points and means, compute Prob(point|mean)
b. Prob(mean|point) =Prob(mean) Prob(point|mean) / Prob(point)

6.

M step:
a. Each mean = Weighted avg. of points
b. Weight = Prob(mean|point)

7.

Repeat until convergence

Experimental Results
The proposed system implemented on PSPLIB data set with a large number of project activities.From the
experimental results it has been found that performance of the proposed work is better than traditional activities selection
models.Proposed approach efficiently minimizes the search space due to the correlation between the project
activities.This system helps to find the local minima of the time duration for resource allocation.The computational time
required to find the best solution is significantly minimized by using the optimization function.Efficient performance of
the proposed algorithm is checked accordingly by using the objective function,makespan and project constraints.
Sample Data:
PRECEDENCE RELATIONS:
jobnr. #modes #successors successors
1
1
3
2 3 4
2
3
2
8 15
3
3
3
6 8 10
4
3
3
5 12 14
5
3
3
7 10 11
REQUESTS/DURATIONS:
jobnr. mode duration R 1 R 2 N 1 N 2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------1
1 0
0 0 0 0
2
1 1
8 0 8 0
2 1
7 0 0 6
3 8
0 7 8 0
3
1 3
10 0 0 5
2 7
0 9 0 4
3 10
6 0 0 4
4
1 3
9 0 7 0
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2 6
0 8 4 0
3 9
5 0 2 0
5
1 1
3 0 10 0
2 2
2 0 7 0
3 10
0 2 3 0
RESOURCEAVAILABILITIES:
R1 R2 N1 N2
11 11 54 62
Results:
JOBS
50#
100#
150#
200#
250#

Table 1: Job performance with traditional algorithms
Resources
PSO-ACO Event-ACO
ProposedAvgTime(secs)
12
217
311
135
27
388
356
194
31
521
519
419
43
785
712
642
53
1233
1089
727

Fig 4: Performance analysis of traditional scheduling algorithm with proposed algorithm
Table 2: Proposed resources vs Activities Overlap Allocation Time
JOBS
Resources ActivitiesOverlapTime
50#
12
21
100#
27
30
150#
31
38
200#
43
71
250#
53
87

Fig 52: Proposed resources vs Activities Overlap Allocation Time
V. CONCLUSION
Activities overlapping or resource overlapping is one of the major problem in multi-objective based resource
constraint.In the traditional approaches overlapping problem is resolved without considering a whole project with
resource constraints.Each project schedule should affect the overlapped activities or resources which are associated with
delivering the multiple activities on time.In this proposed work,multiple activites and multiple resources are scheduled
without overlapping problem in parallel project scheduling process. Proposed model partitions the large set of projects
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into subprojects with a limited number of resources and then integrating optimal subprojects to create a feasible solution.
Experimental results show that proposed model performs well against the planners to determine an optimal solution with
specified resource constraints using various time bounds and decision making.
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